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Guidance for the question on p. 5 of  the magazine. 

The ending of an answer 
It is not just the climax of  the tragedy and the catharsis it brings that is important to Shakespeare’s 

presentation of  mental anguish. Anguish runs like a leitmotif  throughout the play and is even 

experienced in the very f irst scene of  the play in which Iago uses Roderigo to help him whip Brabantio 

into a state of  anguish over his daughter’s elopement with Othello. The audience witnesses Iago’s 

stage management skills as he creates a mood of  chaos to contribute to Brabantio’s anguish, and they 

appreciate his cunning in manipulating Roderigo to carry out much of  the work. He coaches Roderigo 

with a cluster of  imperatives, commanding his accomplice to, for example, ‘Rouse’, ‘plague’ and 

‘poison [Brabantio’s] delight’. He is also clear about his desire to cause anguish and ‘throw . . . 

changes of  vexation’ on Brabantio’s former contentment. Iago is specif ic in how he wants Roderigo to 

follow his instructions: to yell aloud with ‘like timorous accent and dire yell/ As when, by night and 

negligence, the f ire/ Is spied in populous cities.’ The f ire image is a potent one and expresses how 

vocal, urgent and emphatic Roderigo should be and perhaps also carries a sense of  the wildf ire way in 

which the anguish will spread not just in Brabantio’s consc iousness, but throughout the play. 

When Iago speaks, he engenders anguish in Brabantio by cunning  and indirect means. Rather than 

explain what has happened objectively, he tells him by means of  implication and crude emotive 

metaphors, telling him how he, Brabantio, is feeling, by the repeated use of  the second person: ‘Your 

heart is burst; you have lost half  your soul.’ He also increases emotional intensity by using diction that 

suggests immediacy, using the present tense and ‘now’ three times: ‘Even now, now, very now, an old 

black ram/ Is tupping your white ewe.’ The satanic, racist imagery of  the ‘black ram’ continues af ter 

Iago’s commands Brabantio to ‘Arise’ with the warning: ‘Or else the devil will make a grandsire of  you.’ 

As well as through his own words, Iago allows Roderigo’s less coarse and more courtly explanations 

to af fect Brabantio’s state of  mind. While Roderigo speaks in well-formed, expansive sentences, at 

times his turn of  phrase echoes Iago’s, telling him that his daughter has escaped his house and is 

currently being subjected to ‘the gross clasps of  a lascivious Moor’ . Af ter this speech and its invitation 

for Brabantio to ‘satisfy’ himself  if  his daughter is still at home, the father is in the grip of  anguish and 

what has been said to him strikes a chord with a dream he had.  

While some audience members might feel aghast at the wicked and cunning display of  Iago in 

engendering such anguish, others might be amused or admiring of  his intelligence and skill as he 

engenders anguish in Brabantio. In addition, early modern audiences might see his actions as being in 

keeping with the folk custom of charivari in which it was acceptable for a community to make a noisy 

protest about a marriage which it opposed. 
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Yet Shakespeare uses this instance of  anguish as but a prelude to the more serious mental torment in 

store for his protagonist. It is hard to f ind anything to admire or laugh at in the scene in which Iago 

uses mental anguish to persuade Othello that he must murder his wife. Act three, Scene three, is 

referred to by many critics as the ‘temptation scene’ since it mirrors the way in which Satan tempts 

Eve in the book of  Genesis — a situation that would be very familiar to Shakespeare’s early modern 

Christian audience. Here anguish is built in subtle ways — by what Alan Kent calls Iago’s ‘Satanic 

powers of  both linguistic and psychological manipulation’. Kent explains how Iago ‘chooses phrases 

judiciously to have maximum visual ef fect in Othello’s mind’. This certainly seems true of  phrases such 

as ‘Would you, the supervisor, grossly gape on — Behold her topp’d?’ or when Iago suggests Othello 

think of  the animal sexual actions of  creatures such as ‘goats . . . monkeys [and] wolves’ . Iago’s words 

go further than summoning up images in the mind: they also have an aural appeal, encouraging 

Othello to imagine he not only sees his faithless wife’s lover throwing ‘his leg over [her] thigh’, but 

hearing him say such things to her as ‘O sweet creature!’ and ‘Cursed fate that gave thee to the Moor! ’ 

This multi-sensory dimension to his choice of  words combines with other subtle persuasive tactics, 

such as how Iago encourages Othello to think the worst for himself  — for example, cunningly 

protesting ‘Nay, this was but his dream’ when Othello jumps to the conclusion he intends him to. Such 

is the skill of  the satanic Iago in causing Othello’s anguish that I agree with Kent when he contends 

‘The number and range of  persuasive devices employed by Iago, both in choice of  words and types of  

strategy, combined with the overactive imagination and insecurities of  Othello, makes  …[the speed at 

which Iago persuades Othello to kill his wife] less surprising than many critics have claimed. ’ 

As we have seen, Shakespeare presents mental anguish in many ways and most are related directly 

to the evil actions of  Iago. Yet he also conveys anguish through more subtle structural means. The 

play’s f lexible time scheme has been the source of  much critical comment, with some critics  

suggesting that the play is f lawed by taking place during only two days. Yet this need not be a f law: 

the compression of  time, as David Dunford argues, means that Othello is denied time to think things 

through and his anguish is increased because he is ‘emotionally out of  his depth’. This supports Iago’s 

work in bringing anguish to the extreme where Othello feels compelled to kill his wife. Ultimately, 

mental anguish is vital to the tragedy as it provides the seed bed for the fatal f law of  jealousy to grow. 

Commentary 
• The answer contains a range of  comments on authorial methods — something important 

when responding to a task in which AO2 is weighted joint highest (with AO1 and AO3).  

• The comments on language are well selected, and address the question and advance the 

argument, exploring how elements work together to shape meaning and create ef fects.  

• Critical views (AO5) are integrated well and the reference to Kent’s point about Iago’s use of  

visual imagery is strong since the student builds on this interpretation, exploring how Iago also 

uses aural imagery. 

• Context (AO3) is used well in places, with the comment on the charivari folk custom adding to 

the response. 

• There is also a sense of  the text being interpreted within the f ramework of  tragedy . The 

references to the Christian beliefs of  the audience and how they might have responded to the 

temptation as being Satanic are also helpful.  
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